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A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2139 6 Munford St Kings Meadows : Hare Blakey

Run Report:

What started out as the Metro Bus Drivers
looks into Boongs new beer cooler the Dog Naprun turned into the Dog Nappers Run. We
pers have forgotten the ice. Send them off on
all know that Hash Pash would love a dog
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Blakey spies an old cross bread. Pash replies
As we followed the rivulet Tyles spied a well
don’t waste doggy biscuits on cross breeds
hung retired stallion grazing in the paddock.
we are after pedigree dogs only. The trail
Tyles says when I am reincarnated I want to
marking goes on and the bus drivers enter
come back as a stallion. Any way back to reality
into the cemetery where Blakey spies a
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heads towards the new lawn area section bemarking the run. Half a box of dog biscuits
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Hash Temple. Blakey arrives back at the
Daffy reminisces on a run we had twenty years
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Temple. Another great LH3 run.

ON ON:
The pack gradually returns to the Temple to find that Pash’s
new pedigree canine acquisition has gone. It appears that
Pash’s 18 year old nubile neighbour does not want Pash to
own a dog. She has put a lost dog post on Face Book and a
relieved own has collected Hector which was Pash’s new dog.
Blakey has been to the Meadows to get ice and the cold Boags
is pouring to perfection.
The police have been patrolling Kings Meadows all afternoon
and they have someone on the breathalyses as the Hashers
came past K.F.C on the way back to the Temple. It may be a
quiet night for all except the ones who have car pooled. An
ordinary night at the ON ON with nothing else to report except that Pash is heart broken with the loss of his new dog
Hector.

Raffle:
Meat tray & half box Pedigree dog food: Hash Pash.
Six pack Boags: Daffy.
Mystery prize: Shrek.
Bottle rough red: Goblet.
Bottle white wine: Dunnoim

Skulls:
Sheila has stepped up to be the acting Lip as Rickshaw is still in holiday
mode. Speaking of holidays, especially the Christmas holiday period don’t
all Hashers know that the local constabulary will be out in force during
this period. This year it is operation Cross Roads the inspector has said
we will show no mercy to offenders. Apparently one Hasher has not
heard about operation Cross Road. One of us who owns a shack at Four
Mile Creek had a big night on the slops, slept it off and set off to the
shack at Four Mile at 10:00 am the next morning. All was going well until
he got to Perth, 10 minutes from home, sure enough there is a random
breathalyser check opposite the fire station. Blow harder sir says the constable, harder still says the constable do not stop. There is silence for
about 15 seconds which seemed like an eternity. The constable says 0.12
lock your car and come with me back to the station. 0.08 was the best he
could blow back in the Launceston remand centre. Up you get Delly get
your push bike out of moth balls.
Where is next weeks run asks Sheila, how would I know says Abba I am
only the Trail Master. Up you get Abba we thought Inlet was the worlds
worst Trail Master but I am not sure.
One of us headed off to Boongs shack at Ansons bay over the Christmas
break for a fishing trip he has been reciting John Masefield poem for
weeks “I must down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by ……...” The boat
passes through the bar way and starts to rock in the swell, I don’t feel to
good Boong. Not in the boat calls captain Boong throw up over the side
we will use it for burly. Up you get Dog Napper Pash.
The Hare Blakey is the next to skull.
We have an anniversary run badge to present tonight, it is a big one 900
runs and he has run every one of them, up you get Bugsy
Skulls from the floor
One Hump for having the ugliest dog in Hash.
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GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Fingers, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong,
Web Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 13th January Hare Sheila Riverside Tennis Centre 171 West Tamar Rd
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at 44B Basin Rd
again.
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LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 16th January 166 St Leonards Rd Hare XXX.
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Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 13th January Hare Sheila 171 West Tamar Rd
Tuesday 20th January Bus trip to Bridport Hare: The G.M
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nominates you to set a run or we will be back at 44B Basin Rd again.
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LH4 Receding Hare Line
LH4 will return early January.
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